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Specialists you can study
what are needs for you about
Betty's old grandmother
Granville in the rice and fish
Burt will come the end of us when with a spill.
now a year to be prepared for your kids to say
It's not a time to renew a name.

A castle of good collection. We'll find could
the case of the three
Sea. Mr. At the time of first
was filled with the roses and made me
in the boat until he is made he could.
Down small tulip + aged roses
with a date.

Continuums to produce together.
Karl from the name of Karlis (including)
write Briggs also you.

Then you are doing what is your number.
with Karl.
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said he would get him a horse and
in front of the hotel - about 2 pm. He
was区块链到拉斯维加斯。然后布莱
特拉克特到酒店。他上床睡觉时，他
got up while they walked around
the areas of the hotel. She asked
me to get them. Maybe there is
more in the next diary. We are in

coming to lunch. He came back
when he got through and had a
low. We talked about it. I have
been in a lot of situations and
hard to say. I met this man in
remembered. So he check with.
Above anything.
Made it to the hotel. I had
and by a combination of.
This is a littlelene. I do hope
this works with Blake
was into the hour. I was glad he
called on the phone. I was almost

I am almost certain for all. It took a lot more
and almost every pleasure in my
get him to return. I believe that
told him (the hotel snow day)
did it. I would have a "dent" with
money and I did not sit still. He
enjoyed it. He did not get upset.
the "dent". In, "Feeling".

This will be the end of a.

Thanks. Good work.

He was kind. He did not know
the Enfield. I started. In general,
he told me. I am very much
what I am. I am very much.
will. Some easy thing. It fit
Her and all with a lot

I don't know. I am not sure.
in a lot of these places.

This is a little Dun. I am with a lot
of collections. Not any income at all.
and he could find him come a letter from now he said I just had to turn to find this. I'd tell him he was right while pushing around middle above. I noticed several shells of Philippine stemrods in the small mound with names in minute, at a couple of skeletons of casual stumps. Many little ones good shot. He none needed by attention a few years can, the year color and dyeing here, but I had a cut a silt a number of the rotten pods.

Saying the stuff for made me try to bring in P.R. George and move me. Some before words, has a nice topic of Blake's great love for Bracken ham. To telling a joke, to increase my theme in mind on a certain editor of Judge's Sunday. But called him he liked not being global. he said Card or gaia with pencil draw on the same Seville. with pencil drawing. P.R. George arrived and broke 10 - 9. Blake of folk artist lead of his. I. Blake in mind. Blake in mind.
Brattle ete 21 blylly vs the next me
Ge to ame 7 Hilliard PReh choref Oh get
A, down lain mr In 1200 thieves
And break at in amonstr affafiat? Su
Plion of omamcy & ved one to hine 15
mer once fute to n. 53

One he to see Blake.

Hone he to chance for a meal of
drake in front some nuttage but I had
many arget in both town as all we
was suck in Bant Stain in Boston
The helter de ued in in front
Horse tred in a good space he
She said she could not meet Mr. B
She at least the longer a nice
der by 300 rich, this seen manage
we is #hale. Mrs. Sutta in a
really delicious pis chowder, Salod be
+ Salmon socco.

helped for a grand little Grill
Pared Sparre Sue for short, Wilt be
To make them / Get done & Look
about 100. in after ren James Kishdome
Sauce in Lharn Var.

Goh leto me un 3 at mark #

when I came have tea late in the
In was 2, she asked me to send with
a müssen of it all over & place after
When he get Blake the seat 1chev did
an en artist with but of & made a
upred in & can tell you got a right
beginner / I am afraid this to hand
an in here Blake to give me
Saturday nite. Anthony was
near 12 when he delivered me at
Faucet club where at had lunch
Igtelde not lead + chase this. Rich
can talk me but only in lady dir
Instead of close men's cor
This also anny chack can be
we your in mind which t knew
acquiance any members of
faculty in the it was small
Private guest ever if all me (there)
retire & ladies dinner new.

After lunch I met Mr. Muck at
m. Staters in the house
Koda shams and Pard nipper, & left Mr. He
myself of B. C. Davis. It was pro called
wihat & He was glad to have my
my Jacked blanket one long time
and tea + costas after nite. Go to bed in N. Y.
Monday [Redacted] 21 - 1939

Left N.Y.

Bad 7:30 Breakfast, + through a flat world (synonymous place) Kallman' 915 Bird St & Skid Road & found K 9 in box man became abour
8:30 I was to 9 Irving Camera White Tree along Kallman Day 7 for Baldwin camera. We went OK Then to Eastern 23rd St Place Free excursion plans for self-adapting film. Sunday finished film. But had to cut the machine a few times. Back to Kallman cleaned the needed to visit "Black" I had been confused with giving the 8th Avenue to all talk about letting a hang in my. While you know there are still in 9 Grand Central w/2 glasses of milk & smoke. I was still there. I could do + get plans. I was bound & love and it. He had wanted for self stuff as hangage & gave + held he opened the book. The map has shifted, but of any rate it was coming, but around it- 2 would be better. Of Contido + got off at Fifith + the camera stuff for certificate. From 9 to 10 a.m. or so the water. I saw the things + had to get my name on 200 copies of this. I priced the & from here. Head to love for this. Appreciate a lot of thanks to Kallman being in Texas.

Sunday March 20. Up at 9 am for a 9:30 "Prime Rate" on VIs day and through through Breda Led (s) Head + out. It was a big mistake. (French) Vultures somewhere around the corner. Looked at my book. Back around 12:30. Studio looked at some kind of 1927. I just went for a walk around the East End. Up + had + love and it. He had wanted for self stuff as hangage & gave + held he opened the book. The map has shifted, but of any rate it was coming, but around it- 2 would be better. Of Contido + got off at Fifith + the camera stuff for certificate. From 9 to 10 a.m. or so the water. I saw the things + had to get my name on 200 copies of this. I priced the & from here. Head to love for this. Appreciate a lot of thanks to Kallman being in Texas.

Men's fashion before we got into work & had a nice girl. Arrived there at 11:15 p.m. Left 8:30 p.m. 12 & I got & Albert. Lived there to card lay to enbig -8 by 6 in 14 by 18. There was a room where a lot of people used it an for those private San work. Dine been. From Grand dated to Albert. Died at 12 p.m.
I enclose for the full trip, India, but I did not get a postcard from Ahmadabad. I have a trip across India which I had expected to use as a means of getting home. I am now deciding whether to return to England or continue eastward. I have heard that the war has now ended, and I am considering whether to return to the United States. My health is quite satisfactory, and I am feeling quite well. I shall write you more soon.

By the time it was early in the morning, I was still alone in the hotel. I had purchased a package of slides and a camera case. I had arranged to rent a taxi and to rent a film from a friend. I shall tell you more about this in a later letter. I have heard that the war has now ended, and I am considering whether to return to the United States. My health is quite satisfactory, and I am feeling quite well. I shall write you more soon.
Tuesday, March 21, 1939

Married late & Kelly & three that day. Kim + half, a mere July at 12:15. The sentence of all in. Bore & cramps to hospital. Have been in bed all day. Believe I had cheese under get, finished by 3 p.m. + 4 p.m. To bed & a glass of milk. Wasn't able to sleep. He brought in a milk. Had to. I don't know what to make him.

Then K & E tried. Afterward, + asked me accompanied. Realized I'd need a milkshake, + asked them. Had to go to bed.
Wednesday Mar. 22 - 1939.

Still must get radiating frames all ready for draping but in night; and starts to min. tuned off half day. Lenses are to land at 7:15 A.M. and I feel well. To-day all deck work was not started during the day. Deck stewards began at deck chairs around in the afternoon, also got shuffle board teams organized.

Thursday Mar. 23 -

Boat ed more air on as Nova Scotia + through Weds. day. Physically feeling much better. Getting slightly surprised ever minute. Quite comfortable and the cool offshore streams of Gulf stream drift our mild across on a chilly wind. The white foam of the line leaves the feel of the sea. The airiness.

We fly over the salt water in a thing of the most of the day's work. The pieces tell out. The crew work their work and we work our work.
Friday, Mar. 24 + Sat. Mar. 25

Hurricane Santa gens built in the harbor. The days are rainy. + premises lost on my list. Will陆续 go where will go. Self weed elegant full. He listed me & I did get a piano. Friday Jung + Peddled. I am without it. I was not able to take the pictures. I was not able to take the pictures. The first time in a year. I brought a chair. Today I have time. Captain J. Brown is African. He travelled with him. He American at some place. Many men. I have stopped at, called to him. An interesting incident.

Saturday Mar. 25

Burned San Salvador (Father of the City. It is an east side of the Alabam) at about 9:10. A brick building east in all yesterday evening and first building burned. Burned yesterday evening and first building burned. The first step into building. First building burned. First building burned. Father of the City. It is an east side. It is in the east side. Father of the City. It is an east side.
March 26th 1939 Sunday

Batch 2. Batch cooled & a steamer

Drying due tonight. Busy & busy.

Meet again.

Chew & hand-husky

The hand sheets are quite a bit of
More life & freshness. Brightened

Brighten very bright. Shiny hands.

Great difficulty in trying to arrive

Volunteer guides. Might as well to take

So difficult to see in Domino. Hair &

Shave off. Shove with both hands.

Steel soaked in cold water & take off layers

Water left in great about for concrete work. Just a few lot of cottonseed meal. Brightening dust.
Jan. 27-1939 Monday
A quiet day, uneventful till about
4 p.m. all day I did not hear of a
till in the time when the shift started. Not hall of the shift was told you. First
the men got treated in the dressing room
and then after the lunch. Then the lunch
and the next form had to be thrown to
The boys had to get dressed and then the
first time was to be thrown. And it was
and the first form was to be thrown. And it was
and the next form had to be dressed. Then it was
and the next form had to be dressed. Then it was
and the next form had to be dressed. Then it was

left at 11:30. The men did not have any supper during the
last night. I ate at a much later I guess.
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Phyllis + Zetek were there to meet me. Zelate in Phyllis’s office. I gave them a Phyllis’s daughter, for I could not believe she would be there with him. They had fixed it all a day before.

She was much thinner.

We had great ride back in his + country decided to go up to visit the phillips + Zetek + Dick, + then, left them. (Phyllis) first heard about the were tendering me a lunch, but they my moved away to dinner. we got back quite late. Phyllis met me in the car + laid dinner waiting for her and the two. She was so late, too. attended some business + came back with just — but stayed till midnight. Boy, I slept — home, as I had planned a week with them at least till the ship got in.
From Beach motel Thursday March 30-1939
* Lunch at Zetek's

After lunch got back to room, and turned on radio. 

After other afternoon spent fishing for 

Whaler knows place where red snappers are so many as to make water boil. 

One of best fishing places on West coast, halfway 

South point forming Manzanillo Bay 

Remained three of Zetek's and went for lunch at Robbye's Field Club. 

Yarn along all afternoon fishing, so much was 

Threw in 10,000 to make things start. 

Afternoon went fishing for 

Bought 6 for $2, 6 for $3, 6 for $4, 6 for $4. 

Start again 12 1/2 miles where I had 

Put hook in dock at 8:30 , but took the hook from last night's catch and put 

Whaler, + $9 and cooked dinner.
Friday March 28, 1931

From Uncle Joe in Panama:

J.J. & half sister 850

Stock: Wheat 15.75 - 60

Came by car with Uncle J. for a chat
and had him, Panama City, yesterday.

Saw wonderful lot of galleons & gold at
Bread & Baked Goods. Panama is much better
than years ago.

Lunch: (soccer) 3.00

Left for 5 Earth & Phillips later in the
am.

Went by taxi to Panama City.

Called at George B. 50c. and didn't stay
long. He called to. 90. returned 45c. letter in the
mail. I R. A. Smyth & Mr. McNeely offered at 11 45.
Three more left for dinner. Saw
George jumping process in about 16-18 cars.
All is mixed with quantity of flowers, but
not so many roses, or there in each car. All in top
caps of cars with flowers, not with great
affluence in flush coats.

Taxi back for George later 75c. half
price for gas. The asked at 5 Robbie + got
them in time. G. lives about 4 miles back in Greek
area. Both said a Greek. Why Greek? Robbie + wife are Chin
American. They have Robbie tall in
baskets + many dolls came off to glob to see
some Greeks today.
Saturday April 1st 1808

Mr. Shaw did not call, I heard nothing of his health.

I had written an account of the Quarterly Meeting at Alderley + had not received Mr. Shaw's letter. To call on Mr. Shaw with a letter from Mr. Shaw

Mr. Shaw is at Alderley. He has not been seen. His health does not appear to be very good.

I went to Alderley to call on Mr. Shaw. He was not at home.

Mr. Shaw has not been seen. His health does not appear to be very good.
Sat. April 1st. Contd

in an a.m. On the 1st Sat. I came back. Of course I was just
minutes, my wife who was with me in the
dining room. We served a little spread
with apple juice & tablets + red
wine. Right now I'm finishing up the
a.m. We arranged for a wedding.

On the 2nd, I arrived after mid-
night. After Miss April 2nd.

She arrived, she died with a
deadly illness. I staked down the diver
was gone. She never stood up
he was back. Grace &
life were those &dquo;ker &dquo; who (her
dead grace). I live were attended to.
I was called to the plane at Costa Rica. I received a
wire coming to deliver the Es. But I'm
before the time.

A few more flights.

I was invited for the day. John & I went over
invited for the day. — He never the less
in my great unhappiness.

A few more flights & weddings

Chill 2.

Sat. - Sunday, after midnight wedding.

San Francisco.

Sun. April 2

Sunny. April 2.

Mar. 17th

Sun. April 2.

Mar. 27th

Mar. 7th

Sundays, Baldor Dr. 9:09 a.m.

Mar. 17th.

(From pictures F.5.6 at 100)

May has ended lovely as a
great deal, which caused a sudden like
the good chances of the year
before.

John assigned me to get the horse
+ more coal. 8 a.m. from which Select
+ 10 a.m. dressing around.

So operated =
we started at Baldor till 4 a.m. (also worked
on &dquo;hill&dquo; in the back). Morning over 15-20 c
good

After lunch this day Fred & I went by 2 eeks with the house
by Camino. Arriving me to by a couple of things for
Fred & I. Dr. 857 Helmar at same time
Sunday April 2d


Caledonia by Panama. Begging afternoon. Scrub on head.

One man has a burn; grease on shirt.

But no depth indication.
Tuesday April 4th 4½ P.M. 
Sixth collector a.m. 
Indische village 8.45 A.M.

Sundays April 4th finished last night 
Dinner at 6. High tide after breakfast 
Tide swell off a limestone beach near 
Indische village. Shells collected. At 
home in the evening. 

Indische village large 
Black rocks yielded me about half a dozen 
Clamshells. Arrived at a few 
Symphises. Arrived at 
morning's 

from collecting at morning's day. 

...
almost brought huge of our journey be

guess a keen 

hind

blessings. Praying down to nineteen

all places: not occurred in this same

and

be

same family had at least two

+ several children. However, I

in order of seeing her. They

yard went up to a large command

for nearly a large house with eleven

all around + seat arm-shafts from

in several tiers; in middle of square

and which benches were arranged per

hanging three hammocks. I see the

men behind leaders. The I tried an

index picture, one grass + wood ar

and quite a great followed. People

are very camera shy. Kids to her

early and the women really quite

almost muffled, 

almanac read the poem

of our. These two women quite

tall seen anywhere. John says he

was as woman. The rest other Nick

heard.
The men were working upon the things they had seen. They did much to plow the land and make it more accessible for farming. 

The boys were not wanted after we had finish the work. We left a container of water for them to drink on our return home.

Old canoes are still in use, drying on the shore. (Do they needs?)

The pick-up 2. One to have a few words of English, and the other I don't know if he has any little. Sold the crowd my basket of dates, and had a lot of good earnings of me and my mother. And both charming ladies for that of an hour, a single old dry rubber, color of a paper. On second floor of commercial house was a whole stack of wooden figures. Small than human size, belonging the land

botanist, got friend with woman.
She took him in + showed him the lot + both gave him one. I tried a minute.

All day we were content being around old Mr. Earl Kirk of San Diego Zoo & the zoo looked very beautiful. We made a hunt on all day & did not get one. He got that the day before the third one a small box. They have had good a dog collection. In one of the cages there came to live, just before supper, was a white boy. He had long hair, blue eyes, eyes as strong as the blue of the sky. He was a white Indian. Lambs are all the rage. He was definitely not an albino. He looked as though he had been a kid on the run. I named it

Lain (in a cage with 2 milk-brain all

the deformed and dead. After all,

I died from an Indian village + never.
The watch was a 1930s Omega.

In another week, we left the island. We had a hard time getting back to land, with the help of some local fishing boats. We were very grateful for their assistance.

We had been collecting marine life, and the birds were very curious about our activities.

Otherwise, things went well. We spent a lot of time exploring the island, and we made some interesting discoveries.

She is a good spirit and kind to all. She is a really happy person. We are very grateful for her presence on the island.

She makes us all happy. She is a great person. We are all very thankful for her presence on the island.
April 5 Wednesday - Puerto Columbia Barrancas

[Handwritten text]

Extract: Some of the 1935 cruise ships were back again. The boat still had some books to load. The crew arrived and loaded the boxes. They were planning to head north, but we were now heading south. We will arrive in about a day. Since the boat is getting close (hurrah!!!) and marching off, the writing has gone.

The weather is grand, good breezes most of the time and no rain. The Capt. says the Atlantic side is dead calm, but the west side is different, and the beaches had more wind and it kept me quiet. The crew came over the bell and I had one. I can see that I am losing weight yet, maybe because I eat more than expected. They tell us to eat one day's worth, maybe Jeeb gel may materialize, too. I am quite good at the stones and the outfits. I hope to eat in style.
April 5 - Adelaide

Last night went to Columbia at midnight in ship and in bed came up to mess area we stood in a chamber which belongs under the lid, official and a hair. Haste the grace was cold. Some worked on a paper in which and John or I were asked to get the mail. C. Bradley had left us. Oldest and all of the San Diego crew were coming here too. She had letters to the directing of the local bar for her wife while she remained as an ashtray for her to the command but got very little mail. The lady Captain is very kind. She had letters of the kind of which we did not know till we got them to the ship. There was a very fast got letters. Exact Columbia is a most famous desolate little place met a man that was a sail (ship) coming. She was but a little 11 million dollar improvement into Baranow changed out and give built credits etc. or the large ship's coal gro
right at 5 to 7 miles an hour. Real Spanish place with a number of
new buildings highest one in Town on
6 acres. Lot west 1/4 an 80 ft. White
and 130 ft. return. 130 ft. 6
Laws about 30 min. drive by auto from
Montreal, Abingdon, I advice one way.
I was back with the title reserved by
the greater line a yard to白沙 on
the river. The auto ride was over a fair
good road but the country for the most part
was not really bushy. In the dry
season and in the spring there
has not been rain since Dec. (can't be too)
Any rain that does not stop more than 2 weeks the
river rises in the rain. The time of year is rainy
season to get better. As more burned
was much colder comfortable through greater.
Ran 8-900 dollars a day down this coast
3000 feet (175-185 ft. in American
dollars) was in 317 the gold at 1. For
100 yards. I could not feel through
the interior of the Trent (60) the
drilled, especially because of the recalled
mountains and the river of Columbia
are so far and beautiful as beaches they
most the place in many interesting
as a beach near and lots of beauty
places are going in - then getting
place next. The scrubbling there has
enough to go on in the same stream
with the Indian town. The Barranquilla
is one of the largest S. C. rivers. They
call Barranquilla the New Orleans
of Colombia. It is a hard-minded
river. The Amazon is a more difficult
and they are in the man of all rivers
a city. Either side of the empty land she
longs for headquarters. She I have
visited and it is a fine city now the number
dollars are still in the same place. The holdings
are 200 000 acres in all the years. The
river is about a thousand feet
under the surface. It is more
and there is a stream ofunder-
mining. The 500 000 dollars per month is the
sea. It is too. The place.
and it is a wonder how it is
get the salt made through the 90's.
Boy nickname on blacked older boy runing in the air, "Bring that Blackie out of sight, only your black don'tبنى in the same room with me."

Nicely clean, frilled shirt behind, Nicely dressed, behind are not, alongside.

Cartagena at Bananaquilla as New York. Rainy.

Nice airy blide's.

Chano Atlantico 5 per cent. real estate. In the vicinity one Atlantico 5 per cent. a day.

Gas prices 5 cents for a 25 for 25.

Spies' side aboard ship being dipped to inspect. Got terribly sick as we came on to sail aboard and poor man died. He revealed himself as a black man bashing off Nadalup. Socked in keeping. Such Custum's guard he invited him 15.00.

Dinner guard sleeping ashore, we have to feed 20.00 to the men of one lot. Carried bodily ashore.

For Alec Campbell, says, just another "German town."

Had German pilot, 12½ year old, blacked in the county, seems some sort of Scotch man. Not really married. Like the German (name last watered)

Schroeder is nice redhair. Only bad."
April 6 - Thursday. To wit in a car. It was a long, hot day. We left early.

After a complete visit the next day to a place where the owner of car told the story of his trip to Cuba, we started home. We stayed at the Horseshoe Hotel, which was used to be the Iroquois Hotel. We had supplanted the Iroquois Hotel. We walked to see it. The manager, a man of the hotel, swung along in the auto ride.
ten cents only. She went back to the town and returned to fill her breakfast. After breakfast, Miss Brown and I went to the bank.

Miss Brown and Mr. Clark, the manager, met her and presented her with a gold medal for her devotion.

He arranged to come down town with me and took us to the house of one of the ladies who had given him a bill that included a very high amount, including 150 pounds sterling, or over which he felt he could not authorize a payment. He felt the total of the 385 pounds was an unusual sum and was very surprised to hear that the bacon, which Mr. Clark had planned to return, was still on the table. Miss Brown told him that she could not leave the table until they had eaten the bacon. But he insisted on being served at last.

The bill was 250 pounds in his favor. After the American through bills belonging to her returned to him, the manager agreed.
might say, fruit leaves in fruit leaves over a thousand miles long and many, for 1300 of them all seem as minute as they possibly can be, having all been eaten to the bone by a long journey, and 10,000 miles and 100,000, the hours in an angry looking place, with very little mountainous space. It is not until one can get well and the Captain says at Rose Head Camp they can at Santa Marta (to the Cap.) Kane, or the other camp, and a hospital. In the life boat, there is a pilot off Kendal and the anchor, though we feel the wind, it is well upstream from the bar. These must be a tremendous volume of water, one of the most interesting things since we have been here. The river, once leaved, off there we have seen large falls; it is a very regular Robert's scene.
Friday, April 7. Rough. Went over Bailey Drift as planned. Not much sand, mostly sucking. Wind from the north, westerly. Great deal of drift. Getting a little changed, it seems. We worked a few miles the other side and saw a few more. We had some new ideas here and there.

I'm not sure what he meant by the drift being what he had seen at some time before. He said we should have been looking for it. He said it was a great deal of work.

We went further west to look for it, but it was gone. The drift had disappeared. We went back to the original place and looked for it. We found it again, but it had moved. It was moving very slowly.

We went back to where we had seen it before and found it again. We followed it and saw it move. It was moving very slowly. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.

We went back to where we had seen it before and followed it again. We saw it move again. We followed it for a few miles.
Sat April 8 186d

The wind has been so severe and
unpredictable that the
farmers are having a hard
time with their crops. It's a
difficult season for
them. The wheat and corn in
the fields are doing poorly,
and the crops are
looking sparse.

As a result, the small
poultry and cattle are
suffering. The
farmers are
struggling to
keep the animals
healthy. The
rain and cold have
caused many
problems for
them.

Despite the challenges,
the farmers are
working hard to
overcome these
difficulties. They are
hoping for a better
crop season in the
near future.
I am anxious to see what we have. I heard on the 23d, that it seems to be very much the Santiago Fanma all over again. Well & still in good health.

I found both business

business & business

notary, a lot of business.

with other. I met at least three

many of the cars he does so much business

of the actual halfing and. Very odd

the scientific directions. Last night the boys

are still at it. So the after, deck is

the camp. Does he come in to look

at the ridings. But seem to think

there were kids (not a few)

well done and go. "All"

do the trick. On the whole it's a good

world of gymnastics. They then

knew the trick, it's not necessary
to do well. But the fully
detailed finds one of step on

the time things. And a market

bought them. John Raphs

April 5, 1914
me they hired all the furniture to them when arrived the sheds were brought by the last friends and the
indispensable toiletries, the children but in many cases it was lost if things were scattered in such casual
folding and in the first place the and our senses tormented other than the large chest at the thin you can't
core which staid through for some the water all the new bags in the pilot's
 largest, the way it's rigged now. It's a good thing I thought of my
words, otherwise we would be done in the hurry we've been doing the shade since the day and all the small stuff.
Then the clock. The sun burned all the stuff and to the after we scheme in the clock and trying to figure things
out with a little rope. The sheds to the ground and it's made generally. It's a way to
untie them in a little level to the
sheds now.
Easter Sunday 20th April 1929

The lands down here might be very

small farms of the morning just back

from running in comfort as to use the

letters of our child turned and went

the Cape and across at 3 am with

the capricious and left off Orangedale

欣喜成母子也及郎娘探除

the Nana and if we could do her,

Small be kind better as only 85

kids by the Babby from the end

of the island. Of course, in pictures of the little

walmart and then in the ocean in Andam.

Lost into the matter at the American

points in Bannanville, Dr. Raymond

Dillman was around given me home

and I said, Smith from the man 1700

Greenhouses of the Expo older from

Port St. For that St. Petersburg in a

private port. It was too far more to

to the big steel of a very nice and just

a young child. But the big to Rome.
the less he showed a tendency to the least
power of Paul Schellman and Charles
Kime. Frank Smith & Stephen Jones
Oldham & R. E. of general bridge
E. S. Campbell (Gen. S. M. Bagh) Olin
H. M. fronto & F. C. Alden, H. W. of
the Old, as they seemed together
With Davisson & John Samuel the
side with them could not comprehend
along
Hanson, Hanson's mount of a
line Matter, Mann, & I. The line
saw more fake line through the hills
otherwise falls instead of brush
of the rail & had the men to
of feel that it was just through full
of iron & the next approach of the
over might spread to the next dema
fight
the Colonel this fault of the line are
rumor about if not. They informed
not been better by them, I think Smith
took to find the blind at 6 or 8 cases of
made with a pattern along faint in
lay, make is veryesthetic color
Lloyd G. Smith, Resident Director, Page 165, Franklin Co. Arma, is near the green water at the mouth of the San Juan River. He is a skilled fisherman and catches large fish. The area contains a rich variety of fish. One of the most common is called Baracuda, a large fish about 2 feet long. It is caught in the Pacific Ocean. A fisherman can catch many of these fish and sell them for food. The fish are caught in large nets and sold to local markets. Each day, the fisherman catches a good catch of fish and sells it to local buyers. He returns to his home in the evening and has dinner. The fish are also used for bait and caught by others. The San Juan River is a popular place for fishing.
April 10 - 1937 - Monday

We started a little late after breakfast, driving in with all my things gathered in one enormous bag of cloths and

A trunk. We reached the farm house in good time. There is no need to hurry. We have plenty of time.

It was all arranged and the preparations were

made. The first day's work was to

acquire a horse. Then the rest of the

work. There was no trouble in finding one. After the talks with the agent about the horses, the

office. I paid the agent and turned my

horse over to the rest to raise to know

and take care of them. Today I worked

by myself. I was60
ted
little cape of Cape Ann. One to the
sea from the head of the
1130 all ready to make the

as a record for the island (not sure
of the date) to Cape Ann. Moments
before the storm. Clouds of
massive cloud and wind. The
driving boat to Cape Ann. Clouds of

sun on the beautiful old farmhouse an
out from the sea. All the

as we got out of the water. The
nice storm and wind. The

famous lobstier. There are
damous parts. Great and good

the fall line. For Cape Ann. Moments
before the storm. Clouds of

as we got out of the water. The

famous lobster. There are
damous parts. Great and good

the fall line. For Cape Ann. Moments
before the storm. Clouds of

as we got out of the water. The

famous lobster. There are

This is one of the largest in the world, hold the part of one and move her in line with the direction of the east wind so that we give the anchor a chance to lay well on the small part of the bow that quickly gets our thing and is not subject to any force. The anchor is made of leaded steel and the anchor plate is made of leaded steel as well. We hope to all the time it holds our boat.

At last the wind is blowing strong and I think the boat is just ready to be taken out of the water. Please keep the great mystery that we laid up the whole of the day.
In the afternoon Wm. Buell called with many questions. He had green eyes and hair. He is a sand-colored, 2 amber-colored, 1 drab-colored. Mr. Buell was unusually rich and fine. His dress was rich and fine. He had but a small outfit of the goods. He got a good week's pay and it improved his circumstances. He made a trip in a car and now he has a car and will make a trip in a car. He is a fine fellow, full of energy and intelligence. B had a fine walk with his dog and in the evening we drove the ferry and B's wife and child with him.
Wednesday April 11 - 1937

At Guayaquil, the port of Cuenca.

We sailed for the healthiest winds to a

granny can manage the town.

We see the land from the ship's eye.

Mountains, hills, and a large city.

We hear the distant sound of...
left the Council (S.E. in hall) was a bit crowded. One of the best drinks we ever had was a soda Pop, the Club members and one of the guests. We were to see the Harvard Exposition. They invited us to an auto ride to Cambridge and a little picnic near it. Caracas country Club — we were so delayed in getting tied up to the bus, that the band and three directors got off at a part of the trip through the city. It had to begin at the train. We'll get through it and mountains view is splendid. You will recall the auto ride and get up Mount looking for friends. Bill Wilson was fine and more so, had just run termites and here and grandma was at home in the village. We'll get away from Caracas. Harcourt left the inn which was fine than the upper floor and you yes Caracas has a man-made
eventual days of rest and, it was decided to change for the whole we had just been in the area upon its uniting. Instead of something being set quite right.

The did not accomplish in the new miles away and in not about the donkey. A hand in against again. They had a few white plans to do not only among a couple of better ways away them. Some left over. Nothing for them all and others to others it, in the latter need to be cleaned up. Here there is help. The between steps and available with drying, if the judgment do not have grand idle moments.

Cranes can, the animal could be seen, Quinta de Santiago, if anything the device are important. The often ever used cars the store for the children at (not the writing).
To get things the managers want, phone
for German contacting traffic. There was
beautiful ground of large old mahogany
trees and plants as they got to the
center of the city. The climate was
beautiful Spanish to hold interest
during art, and Spanish ballads.

Regretting we then returned to the
garden. There, in the afternoon, I
saw he was a relative of the Frankfurt
of Mr. van Heugenhoud. He had the
marble bust. He offered a husk dressed
and dressed like a diplomat.
small man but distinguished talking.
But had been educated in Germany
in the Slavonic spring. I drink
the bird told him. He spoke several
languages German, French, English,
these fellow citizens of the Old man.

a gentleman like the gentleman offered
a job, most anything.

Regret, however, the public and owners
of many modern buildings, all similar
in appearance are a kind of girl.

Major interest in Social Studies.

I've been in Europe for two weeks.

I thought I'd bring a few more of Sagit.

The dinner is at 6:30, in a large restaurant.

I met a friend last week with the rings.

Bella (12, Wednesday 1937) found an old book in the library.

We decided to visit the library in New York.

Bella and Belina, in suits, for men's parts. The police gave them a hard time.

Bella, Eugene, and the Chief are three of the boys. They are not very well.

I was asked to write a letter to the Chief.

I'm going to help include these steps and bring the painting to the gallery.

Belina and Belina are here in the back of the store.

I little wrote down for little the next day.

*signature*
At 1 p.m. landed (Buller) at a stranded ship in a cove going into the south and took by the steamer into the winds alone to make at the ferry. Came to land and rose at Hughes Point to 2,000 feet, 24 miles long. A canal from the ferry to the river. And the St. Paul House. The river rises 40 miles. Off Redditch Point all become passages of Venezuela bank. 250 large squares from the river until the retirement of the general Knox may commence. Park and Edmore among the Day. A remarkable flower in Venezuela by the red rabbler or have. The christ and the language is in the light of the sun. The local and the situation of the country and the social. We had to be bailed all after being expected at the general Barcan. The Bolivar was a large canvas boat and the stream of the river in the left. His boat at 4 p.m. while we were in the water. He led the capture of the water in the rain. We were all in the water, so we lost the time.
Higgs Drive Plaza de Bolivar #3
Avenida 2 door & third.
Speed of decent 4.55 to 5.45
Canal door & third.

12.30 am going off to drive a car

Man going off to ship 6th

12.30 cdal de placa

Came off in a launch with
John & hart

3rd that I paid 60 for a dinner

1 hr 30 min to 5:15

We visited the Plaza de Bolivar and
the main square.

The plaque on the pedestal is
the work of an unknown artist.

The monument is dedicated
to the memory of those who
lost their lives in the war.

The monument is surrounded
by beautiful trees and historical
buildings.

The sculpture depicts
a figure of freedom,
holding a sword and
a shield.

The inscription on the
pedestal reads:

[Inscription text]

The monument is
constructed of marble
and granite.

The pedestal is
supported by a
circular base.

The statues on
the monument
represent
[Representational statues description]

The monument is
located in the
Plaza de Bolivar.

The monument is
open to the public.

The monument is
a national
monument.

The monument is
a historical
landmark.

The monument is
a symbol of
freedom.

The monument is
a tribute to
the fallen.

The monument is
a reminder of
the sacrifices
made.

The monument is
a place to
reflect and
remember.

The monument is
a place to
honor.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.
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a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.
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a place to
remember.
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a place to
reflect.
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remember.
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reflect.
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reflect.
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remember.
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remember.
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reflect.
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remember.

The monument is
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reflect.
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a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.
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remember.
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reflect.
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remember.
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reflect.

The monument is
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remember.
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reflect.
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remember.
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remember.
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remember.
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reflect.

The monument is
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The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.

The monument is
a place to
remember.

The monument is
a place to
reflect.
Grace was tented and I talked with her till 2 a.m. in her room.

Grace was talking to me.

We had to leave for the train at 7:45 a.m. We had to leave.

Our train left the station at 5:45 a.m. The train was due to arrive at 8.45 a.m.
April 13—Thursday, 1937. Set sail from Guayaquil at 6:30 a.m.ilk kar. Left Guayaquil on cargo for Huitog which we reached that afternoon_and reached Valdivia about 7:30. Jefe and Alex Hill were ashore in the town. low dry land and of a Galapagos land race. fruit and ground-cacti native, with little flowering plants. It was hard to find good places to collect. Will issue as much as possible. Drifted at dawn. Long-endangered geese of Wedge Tailed. 24 grebes. In the evening set sail. Bad to wind. Changed to rosy drift before line appeared. Set course for Isla de la Plata. Nice scenery. Afternoon. A few pieces of land with hills rising above sea. Hard to see, has still young growth. swooping seagulls, great black backs. Drifted at dawn. Set course for Guayaquil, a couple of pilot boats. Changed course. Set sail. Seem to have the best of luck.
April 14 - Friday, 1939

Spent some time in our cold-matter hangar. I'd, a lunch in the middle of January. When we got there, it had snowed well, settled almost to ground. Over an alligator, without freight, I was a rather thin Eustace. If there we didn't have, as part of our equipment, we had to land there. The plane was so close, it was very hard to land. It's the best that could be at the moment for this is an island. A very flat, small, with the base of the island a good place to build. We got a little bit of a rain at the moment before the last thing the cloud was doing with the clouds before, and now that thing is being done.
April 15, 1939

The mother spiders tried in vain,
We asked about the neighbors, the neighbors came
By the second story and the third floor
We tried to say morning, but the high mountain
The first mountain was the second mountain
And a conundrum with a black top
The nature plant
With the first and second green to cut
Of beach and ground and jewel
And as a source can start off when we were there in summer
We were there to preserve
To keep she collecting to a point
In the north, and by made a half of
Yesterday's collected place all was
Now we made the best gift in the
East was sold and adored to take
And in the collecting some material
And to a band in a general that
The last of the J's got a gem very good
And the J's are some better gifts
And the J's have many colored, and the end of Chicago are all friendly
also available by a short S.W. bearing. Perhaps Nauvoo as one of the swamp
beaches. Secured two fisher. A
mole with a bundle of flakes. A call
of a couple of wolves, one each of
the species (two individual calls this
night). Got 2 very nice lizards, took an
additional snake. By 2 p.m. all aboard.
After lunch, arrived at the channel
driving for three hours of Labor, before coming
to anchor at 7 P.M. Off the NE side
of Cape Cod about 2 miles, on the
the ocean (depth 7 fathoms). Cape is one of
my small islands between, margined by
mainland (Kemagoo) at South Point.
Cape Savon is off the northwestern
11-acre cape. He is a good man. Left
of Spain Island of a couple of miles
much about 11 a.m. The crew always
left to go to a place on Sunday
much in search, but perhaps there is
more labor time.
Sunday April 16

As I said the air feels like it.
California is the next land, much for
its present difficulty at all, though
how expected a clear bill of health
and said then for all this
in quite a relish of fettle all the exer-
cation and trouble we had at the Har-
American Port of call. Shanty
was a couple of huts, all red tiles
where the few laborers for the
Arms. He had some letters of
accommodation and send them of
red tiles. Several埭ograms for
end the Cape wind about 30
ground out on the wind which is said
constant (continues), and as its
next day also (five quite a day)
ain stor, in more in the
is a nice appearing moderate
and the Cape of San Juan really
Spanish light of the Gulf of Panama.
Amen the 16th at and back Beyond

By Bob, Trudy. Him.
Monday Apr. 17th 1939

Samaun Tree
Wed. April 19.

At 4 p.m. with John & Norval, N. and I decided to eat at the late lunch after getting back from the meeting. We went to a long meal.

The last dinner was a hearty & jolly affair. We had a good time & enjoyed ourselves.

Keith B. wrote: "Can we have one more of the same?"

Bill came to see us & went back with me to the hotel.

I wrote: "Bill came to see us & went back with me to the hotel."
Thurs. April 20.

Wounded in Orwell Bay by W. Stearns. 4 o'clock.

First breakfast fry 7 a.m. what is the time? (I see no clock) called Bucaro appears after the rest of the same name in the Bath hotel also yesterday. It was announced that Mr. the botanist was to go down to see whether it is getting to trouble and she to see that we made more interesting and I believe it accomplished some good.

In the road our equipage is to drive on conduct the clerk officer in lead to take an hour of the town for it is to be taken and the gentleman to drive some miles and the clerk to the town on horseback. He is announced with the noble not a tumbler with a pole and not a Becky with a pole and the whole. There is an excellent gentleman, not a great deal of good weather and the man is allowed. If there if a man a man a man a man a man a man a man.
We lay a grand big reef flat of wind & with the Apples full ship the ground can & waves, we had a grand tide. A glorified sea of Johnson with much the same kind of an Etona. A strong for but much lesser gay-run on the other side. A good lot of fine ships, several nice sloops & 2 Jibs for schooner reef, but did not see m' man did we get a sail of side.

We got under 2 p.m. ready for Shiff, Capt. Smith & Mr. Ward & Mr. Waring for the night. But before the Clarendon had gone as long as 30 miles & our first line to go around being dark, the long way round to avoid shark & six months side. This light in Bay.

So we had a good afternoon & all felt reded down. Capt. Smith & the other had me in little black & dark plus & bustle of an ome & all.
Sunday April 20. 1939. G. E. went. L. Barz Clay. 8 A.M. got aboard, and

was 9 A.M. returned and arrived at Hudson. 9 A.M. for Curacoa.

Friday April 21. 1939. <Apr. 21/39.

No large sea made it. Fed of

climbing and a great deal of

more difficult to be
done. 9 A.M. 10 A.M. ledged N.
side Boston Light. 2 Lamps. 1

little 18
came with us with

some ambition of

and

After lunch 2 return. Left

out of Boston. First for the

53-39 and the second close to island

44-39. 2 more or 3 more or 4

dead and some saved or of

tuna

4-6 miles

flew.

Some passengers ate lunch in each day.
Saturday, April 22

In an odd line: Bill and Alice/In bed are girls (except, a baby/that is dressed in white). (S) Darkness + sadness. Alice sees/Andrea for sick lunch. Sheency + Arme mentioned. Bill and guest + piano at small house held party.

In afternoon went phone collected. So I thought to an evening. Red wood box + lawn not. Tried to little island was almost impossible to land. As much as such+ flat. Where legends not recall. mangoes dead a dying. One big fish in port in land. (Almost) I tried finding. To Bill, to go there a guide or some inside man or something that had been cut as the small man of long ago seen. (Almost) And under my feet. One of the poer of shores looked better from a distance as we moved around in leafy wind (with cloud) in leaves + everywhere. (It is wonderful) These in blue line everywhere. (Still) + If I could fine in sea to sky, believe of home.
Sunday April 23
Sailed tonight after dark before breakfast.

At breakfast we were to choose a couple of child cards. John and Mrs. Leonard were to eat dinner with us and "Little Louie" must be a good place to have dinner in going good. In Middle River at the great place near the village, a great place where one can look at the river a great place near the river and have a good dinner there.

Predicted that at 12:30 the clock at Perry's will run down 2 times and will be 6 more or less when we arrive.

We had a good time and a good time and then we packed up our things and got ready to leave.

We called at the place where I first called and there was a large crowd of people there. We got a good price for our goods.

12:30 P.M. Late and early.
Sunday, April 23, 1924

The sea was kind of milky and the waves were puffing out. The wind had it pegged down, and we were going to all meet at the bridge and have dinner. A few men were on the bridge with their boats. They were having a good time.

We got back to the boat and got ready for dinner. We had a wonderful time on the bridge and had dinner later. That bridge was a real treat.

Wallace E. Brown.
Tuesday April 25 - 1939.

At six this morning Dr. C and I left the gyroscopic part of the deck and went out to a rowboat. I could not smell in the rowboat and skinned our way to the circle. We were collected on a small rock with the vegetation near.

I lifted up my head and examined the sea. The sky was a dark gray and the air was a mixture of moisture. We were collected through the fog and were met by the Captain's hands.

Even motion all day.

Crossed muddly water to Magdalena River and explored front of a sand mound for new areas.

Came to C. Have been playing games called digger -lize. (gave C a game) The idea is to fill in or pull out the Chinese marked game hucked off man.
Wed. April 26 - 1939
Got in about 9 a.m. at Caledonia Bay. Court time at 11 a.m. Sheets & 2 bags collected at W. P. Rodol; N.W. & and range rest with tide foe. Hunch & still after lunch.
Got back to land at 2 p.m. left out to hedge, quite mad, often delay,
decided a little ahead of us. W. From (not sure)
Will wind channel till this lunch.
Got back at 4:16 half to stuff, after
lunch more before.
A large scale fish ran into side of
boat & stunned itself as no falling wheels.
Caledonia since big log.
Sent for Blank
Andrew village.
But needed some red pilled jacket? some
done got me for shoes & 6 chocolate of cigarette.
Andrew village; lights blue and red. gave as
lunch little spinach & bread. done done with very machine, any other.
Get color photo of asked for one some point, didn't like the fall but offered me excon change.
*Thursday, April 27, 1939*

[Handwritten text describing a day at sea, mentioning a boat, weather, and activities.]
June 28

Study around here in her study. And write the lecture, going to finish it before I go through some stuff. I have still got through this a.m. 11 a.m. 20 grams. Conducted a few lab. And from among these things:

Saw her doing per her but I did Dean stuff in.

Mrs. Bruce took me a ride at night will be delivered about 6:30 if not.
Sat. April 29

Thorn candy, begin to arrive. Bette does at 28 m. p.m.

29 Balboa

James Gray - adorable, 24! great Bette.

Janet C:

She's nice. She's nice. I'll tell you.

Out with James

Cold and windy.

Ice cream

Gentle Soft Ice

Set. 6.00

Laundry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Janet</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica &amp; Max</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bette</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinner</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snack</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice cream</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sunday April 30
Left at 4:00 a.m. (Cursed a
Cursed) 1 1/2 hr. late.

Lili & Ruthie
Zelda
11:15 - 11:45.

Lunch as found
12 - 12:30.

Fishman all around.

her Saturday & wife see up
minutes Mr. Wolf cut ex Leading
Big Cheer

Harriet & Eugene both de.
Left at 6 p.m.

Rutha Silverstein

husband was wrestler 12 Atlas 13

Meet a young black binned Mrs. Notline
taken up by young man & I met
married 2 yrs. 5 months in Panama
married transferred to Brooklyn many yrs.

but he had to go to Mexico first
name begins with S.

Said goodbye to
intention to head for home in California.
Monday, May 12th.

Went to the delayed ball
got one bottle straightened up.

So next card will be

Good morning.

Cloudy cool day.

So until next morning,

Wish God speed.
Tuesday May 2nd.

Nailed to get some more notes in order. Kept up much work. Got my cards finished up.

Came 11 a.m. passed near

2:45 Panama fair got on deck, talked to see much of the coast until

noted, saw sea and sky not much

 cambi 

noted lot of blue and

at each moment.
“PANAMA LINE”
(PANAMA R. R. S. S. Line)

S. S. Voy

CABIN PASSAGE

Mr. Schmitt

Table Seat No. Sitting
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FROM NEW YORK SOUTH BOUND</th>
<th>LOCALITY</th>
<th>FROM CRISTOBAL NORTH BOUND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Pier 65 N.R. New York</td>
<td>2137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Scotland Light Vessel</td>
<td>2107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Barnegat Light Vessel</td>
<td>2065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>981</td>
<td>San Salvador</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1056</td>
<td>Watlings Island</td>
<td>1126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1073</td>
<td>British possession</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>Bird Rock Island</td>
<td>1051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1246</td>
<td>British possession</td>
<td>1034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1346</td>
<td>Fortune Island</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1370</td>
<td>British possession</td>
<td>1007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1464</td>
<td>Cape St. Nicholas, Haiti</td>
<td>861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2107</td>
<td>Lamentin Light</td>
<td>761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2137</td>
<td>Port Au Prince, Haiti</td>
<td>761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3 M. PORT DISTANCE)</td>
<td>+6 = 767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2137</td>
<td>Cape Dame Marie</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(118 M.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colon Breakwater</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(643 M.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cristobal, C. Z.</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3 M. PORT DISTANCE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tuesday May 2nd.

Fished to get some off the net in order to try some luck. Got my cards finished up.

Arrived 11 a.m. passed near
[Ship] Panama but got no idea to take

Ran much of the way tail wind.

Nice clear day fishing calm sea

well white into sky not much

making much progress to night

arrived in Toul (well lighted)

Sunny day with light blue sky

Passed Letters each afternoon.
Bed. May 3 - 1939
Port-au-Prince

Mr. Goldsmith about 9 A.M.

Sof. gold about 6.3 P.M. Plane+

been last heard about. I do not know of a date when the plane is expected to arrive.

An early British was delayed about 2 hours. These at Port-au-Prince beyond time for departure.

Did not leave the 3rd am., arrived 9:45 am. 3 bed, hall - we looked into a cafe by the hotel. The trip to Pétion

(Bigmara 1931) German Hotel across path for President Palace. Had dinner at my

Bordeaux each (55c 100c) + 438 at each长安

10c to 50c. Beer 15c. 22c in 17c. 35c to 28c.

Got to bed 10 pm. Had dinner. 11 th.

Bordeaux each (55c 100c) + 438 at each长安

10c to 50c. Beer 15c. 22c in 17c. 35c to 28c.

Said dinner at 145. Looked at mag. 425 and

2c to 80c. Hotel staff very old and harshed 3 or 4 bed things in spite. 60th room.

I did as I did.

"Depression Bar"

On am 5.15 he forbade me by the

hearth. He is retired (2) Mr. Pullam

Bread. No idea. As many guests in 150

who with I got 3.25 - b. Best in car or

real 5 stall (100c)

Said in Calo Col. also. Grenadiers chanted

Mrs. Bugis at home. (Nightingale was homesick)

Sad picnic. Flowers from young Grenadiers.

C. M. Helme joined us table. At

Port-au-Prince 8:45. S.H. at sea

in 16th of the morning (140th) Public office

in the 8th of the morning. The bar was fronts of

Germains. Only the room in the hall was

taken away from the inn in this good

way. Lives in private hotel. P.C. I

told him at hotel that on the 15th (4th)

kind of book. He said Zinger. Certainly did not

want to talk. Changed gold of harbor.

wore, she replied for 56s. to Cr. of good bank

omn. They filled the place. I was

hurting her by the 6th of the month. He came

even given a check. All these landscapes are

great diplomatic at which I was not interested.

Did not mention it to the wife.

The Nuns made me out. Upset and said that

I had no dreadful dyspeptic history of none.
Tuesday

May 4. very quiet level sea.

Read Capt. O. M. Adventures of a green boy.

Taking a small compass to sea. Curious animal.t. How the news.

Mrs Hepburn recommends Read Capa. 0. McCa. 2011.03.26.
April 3. Andréed Caledonia Bay 8:40 a.m.
11 hrs. Wind 4-2 (Lea 78° - 80°)
Cristell & Cale = 177.3 mi.

April 4. We anchor at 5:02 p.m.
to land 1-4 (Lea 79° - 90° 11 a.m).
At Land 5:20

April 5. Caledonia 10 p.m. Columbia
Wind 3-4 (Lea 78° - 82°)
Arr. of Hotel Barcaquilla 8:20
Cale & Barcaquilla 27 mi.

April 6. 8 a.m. 78°
28°. 99° mid 13
t 10 p.m. 8°

April 7. Andréed at Caledonia Hill
Wind 2-4
Caledonia to Cale de Cale 1.42 mi

April 8. Cale de Cale to Bahia Isabel 22 mi.
Wind 3-5 (Lea 76° - 80°)

April 9. Rainy. Read acc.
Lea 75° - 82° mid 3-5

April 10. San Martin Bay. Cruce Isle
Lea 78° - 86°

April 11. 77° - 78° mid 2-4

April 12. 79° - 79° 1-5

April 13. 75° - 82° Read acc.

April 14. Off Salava Yd. 74° - 78° mid 2-3

April 15. Off Calavina Yd. 72° - 78° mid 2-3.

April 16. 76° - 80° Off Cale Yd. Lea 3

April 17. 76° - 80°

April 18. 75° - 80° 3 0 3

April 19. 76° - 78° 1-4

April 20. 74° - 80° (2 a.m.) Read acc. Lea 2-4

April 21. 76° - 80° 10:00 1 2-5

April 22. 76° - 83

April 23. 76° - 81° Hillstadt Lie 2-4

April 24. 7° - 9° (10 a.m.) 0 2-4

April 25. 7° - 9° (10 a.m.) 5 0 3-5

April 26. 74° - 82° 2-4

April 27. Caledonia 35° - 90° (1 a.m.) Lie 1-3

April 28. 79° - 79° 2 0 3-4
April 28. Sat. 78 - 84 at 11.45 am.

April 28 am. Arrived 7.47 am.

April 29. Arrived at 7:20 am.
8 am - gave Julia coffee
eg 14:00 pm. Through all books
2 pm. Bedded 6/18

Sun 4 am - 78°

Friday May 6. One of my last 600

Best to know lean and
denite at go, 3-15 hare

I saw 9 wet. Had been in

I mean finally failed to

collect for 100 man for about

$10 each. Same amount as

something
A member of the Federal Reserve Board at $7,000... Jellyfish made it hot for workers in a Government building recently. Floating idly through a broken water filter from the Potomac, they got lodged in the pipes of an airconditioning system, put it out of order.

(Copyright, 1935, by United Features Syndicate, Inc.)
f: Ippipi

By second Paul Fortuna on Smith Ana.

W.D.E.S
749 mm. 293 m. 

192’0” X 30’0” X 16’6” Bulk 1931

Sanil Beach Cal.

In Columbia.
Cali (up from Bonaventura
Pasto
Manizales
Tumaco

Miss Zalma Loomis
Englewood, N.J.

May 4, 1939 in Panama Canal.